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As the sun lights the horizon, and the mist begins to clear, what shapes do you begin to see; what

noises do you hear? Perhaps you'll see a swishing tail, huge footprints, or a beak. I think I heard a

distant roar...and did you hear something shriek? Giles Andreae and David Wojtowycz have

combined their talents once again to create this funny, rhythmic and fact filled picture book about

the lives of the great dinosaurs. From sun-up to sundown, meet the creatures that swam, roamed &

flew over prehistoric earth. This title is brimming with vivid, bold illustrations paired with clever

rhymes about every child's favorite: Dinosaurs!
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Especially recommended for school and community library collections, Dinosaurs Galore! combines

the colorful and charming illustrations of David Wojtowycz with the rhythmic and rhyming text of

Giles Andreae to engage young readers ages 3 to 7 with a picturebook approach to the daily lives of

the great dinosaurs. As the sun lights the horizon,/and the mist begins to clear,/what shapes do you

begin to see;/what noises do you hear?//Perhaps you'll see a swishing tail,/huge footprints, or a

beak./I think I heard a distant roar.../and did you hear that shriek?//Some of them have huge long

necks,/and some have giant jaws./So let's go to the swampland,/and meet the dinosaurs!

We checked this book out at the library, then ended up buying it because my 2 year and 4 year olds



really loved it. Colorful illustrations! The story keeps their attention throughout the entire book. Great

book for your little dinosour lovers.

Found this book a couple of years ago at our local library. This was the first book about dinosaurs

that I had ever read to my daughter (now 4 1/2 years old). She liked it so much, we bought one for

our home library. It has very cute and colorful illustrations and the rhyming words about the different

kinds of dinosaurs are fun. You get a chance to follow a baby Diplodocus from the beginning of the

book (as he hatches from the egg) to the end of the book (as he finally gets to snuggle with his

Mama). My daughter enjoyed finding him (a small pink dinosaur) on each page (hiding behind trees,

rocks, plants, swimming in the water, and trying his best to get out of the way of the other

dinosaurs). I really believe this book stimulated her interest in dinosaurs and we've since bought

several other books about dinosaurs.

My daughter loves dinosaurs and since she is 5 I like to get her books with lots of bright, colorful,

animated artwork so this drew my attention immediately. The book is really cute and she loves

reading it. She also loves Rumble in the Jungle and Giraffes can't dance.

I got this book for my son (now almost two) for Christmas and he loves it! He asks for it by name

almost every night before bedtime. There are certainly some books in my kids' library that I hate

reading, but this isn't one of them. I really like the illustrations, and the bright colors (which I am

using to help teach my son to identify colors). The rhymes are great, and it is educational. Great

purchase!

I bought this book for my five-year-old grandson who is really into dinosaurs. It is a colorful,

informative book, but it was too immature for the more "seasoned" dinosaur lover. It is definitely a

good book for the beginner, though.

Initially found this book at the library. My 5, almost 6 year old son can't get enough of it. When we

finish it he says, I wish there were more pages. Very cute book and fun to read to kids. Would highly

recommend to any little dinosaur fans.

My daughter and I enjoy Andreae's books and this is no exception. She is two and a half and love

dinosaurs, so this was a big hit. It's got good pictures and fun rhymes. A good read.
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